CASINO CASE STUDY

Data Drives Decisions
at Silver Sevens
Owner Afﬁnity Gaming recently renovated the off-Strip casino hotel,
including an overhaul of its Revenue Strategy with technology built
and managed by experienced casino professionals

Results: 31.6% year-over-year rooms revenue increase

The Challenge

The Solution

In 2013, Afﬁnity Gaming, which owns 11 casinos
in four states, renovated a 350-room off-Strip
casino hotel in Las Vegas and renamed it Silver
Sevens. Simultaneously, Afﬁnity went through a
transition of its own, onboarding a new CEO, CMO
and CFO within 15 months and tasking them each
with turning around proﬁtability by making more
data-driven decisions. At the time, the company’s
forecasting and pricing strategy was described as
“a bunch of people in an Excel environment making
imperfect decisions based on imperfect data.”

Afﬁnity partnered with Duetto to begin
segmenting business at Silver Sevens in different
ways. Adding GameChanger provided the
platform, but more importantly contracting with
Duetto for Casino Managed Services gave Silver
Sevens access to a highly experienced casino
revenue management team. Instead of hiring
revenue managers internally, Afﬁnity now has
access to a casino revenue management team
with decades of experience at some of the top
gaming companies around the world.

“We turn this on, and we have a full interface with the PMS and it’s
almost like clockwork that you see a 30% increase in cash revenue. We
are seeing major boosts on the occupancy side and the rates side.”
— Vincent Lentini
CMO, Afﬁnity Gaming

How it Happened
|

New management assessed where
Afﬁnity was and where they wanted to
be: a more data-driven decision
company

|

|

Invested in GameChanger, a technology | Got Silver Sevens into a position where
management could yield and control
system that can process data and make
rates rather than succumb to pressure
analytical pricing decisions much faster
from guests to discount
than a team of revenue managers

Partnered with Duetto’s Casino
Managed Services team and gave them
full control of pricing and inventory
management with 100% buy-in

Full Results

Month

Duetto’s Casino Managed Services team began
yielding and pricing at Silver Sevens in September
2015. In October 2015, the property realized its
highest total monthly revenue ever.

October 2015

+10.3%

+14.8%

+28.9%

November 2015

+9.0%

+9.0%

+21.9%

December 2015

+22.8%

+4.5%

+41.1%

January 2016

+8.0%

+22.3%

+34.3%

Silver Sevens has averaged a 31.6% year-over-year
increase in revenue each month since its September
2015 deployment of GameChanger.
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* Year-over-year percent changes

“When I found out there was this disruptive force in casino
yielding built by revenue management professionals, I no
longer had to ask for features I used to ask for from the
legacy products. Getting smart casino yield managers is
incredibly tough, and with Duetto we knew we had very
intelligent people that would run the program for us.”
— Vincent Lentini
CMO, Afﬁnity Gaming

